Emergency department safety assessment and follow-up evaluation 2: An implementation trial to improve suicide prevention
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ABSTRACT

Background: Emergency departments (EDs) are important for preventing suicide. Historically, many patients with suicide risk are not detected during routine clinical care, and those who are often do not receive suicide-specific intervention. The original Emergency Department Safety Assessment and Follow-up Evaluation (EDSAFE 1) study examined the implementation of universal suicide risk screening and a multi-component ED-initiated suicide prevention intervention.

Purpose: The ED-SAFE 2 aims to study the impact of using a continuous quality improvement approach (CQI) to improve suicide related care, with a focus on improving universal suicide risk screening in adult ED patients and evaluating implementation of a new brief intervention called the Safety Planning Intervention (SPI) into routine clinical practice. CQI is a quality management process that uses data and collaboration to drive incremental, iterative improvements. The SPI is a personalized approach that focuses on early identification of warning signs and execution of systematic steps to manage suicidal thoughts. ED-SAFE 2 will provide data on the effectiveness of CQI procedures in improving suicide-related care processes, as well as the impact of these improvements on reducing suicide-related outcomes.

Methods: Using a stepped wedge design, eight EDs collected data cross three study phases: Baseline (retrospective), Implementation (12 months), and Maintenance (12 months). Lean methods, a specific approach to pursuing CQI which focuses on increasing value and eliminating waste, were used to evaluate and improve suicide-related care.

Conclusions: The results will build upon the success of the ED-SAFE 1 and will have a broad public health impact through promoting better suicide-related care processes and improved suicide prevention.

1. Background

Suicide is the 10th leading cause of death in the US [1]. Modern prevention efforts have hailed emergency departments (EDs) as important settings for preventing suicide, where both manifest risk, (individuals presenting with suicidal behavior), and latent risk, (individuals presenting with medical complaints but who have recently thought about suicide), are prevalent [2–6]. Historically, many at-risk patients are not detected during routine care, and, those who are, often do not receive suicide-specific intervention [7–8]. To help address this,
the original Emergency Department Safety Assessment and Follow-up Evaluation (ED-SAFE 1) study examined the implementation of universal suicide risk screening and a multi-component ED-initiated suicide prevention intervention [9]. The ED-SAFE 1 concluded that: [1] using common continuous quality improvement (CQI) strategies, it was feasible to increase suicide screening to reach, on average, 85% of the adult ED population across eight diverse EDs; [2] such an increase in screening nearly doubled risk detection, rising from 2.9% to 5.7% of adults [7]; and, [3] implementing a multi-component intervention, including post-visit telephone calls, led to a 30% relative reduction in suicidal behavior compared to treatment as usual or screening alone [10].

This paper describes the methodology used in the ED-SAFE 2 study, which builds upon the ED-SAFE 1 to further evaluate, using a CQI strategy called Lean, improvement of suicide-related care processes. The current manuscript provides the necessary detail for judging the quality and rigor of the ED-SAFE 2 methods, as a foundation for forthcoming results papers as well as a guide for future studies. While all suicide-related care was targeted, particular focus was on the following aims: [1] continued improvement and long-term sustainability of universal suicide risk screening in adult ED patients, and [2] to evaluate implementation of a new brief intervention called the Safety Planning Intervention (SPI) into routine clinical practice. The SPI was chosen because of its empirical support and potential for translation into clinical care; [2] SPI is a best practice recommended by the Joint Commission [11] and the Suicide Prevention Resource Center.

A recent study evaluated the efficacy of SPI at nine Veterans Health Administration (VHA) EDs [11]. The SPI was administered to Veterans with a suicide-related concern and for whom inpatient hospitalization was not clinically indicated, and included telephone contact following discharge. In this study (n = 1650), the SPI plus follow-up was associated with about 50% fewer suicidal behaviors over a 6-month follow-up and more than doubled the odds of engaging in outpatient behavioral health care, reinforcing the utility of the SPI as an effective prevention strategy in EDs.

ED-SAFE 2 will provide essential data on the effectiveness of CQI in improving suicide-related care, including screening and the SPI, and in understanding how these improvements impact suicide-related outcomes. It will extend the findings of Stanley et al., 2018 [12] with focus on implementation in civilian EDs without the post-visit call. In contrast to the VHA study, which employed study staff to provide the intervention, ED-SAFE 2 will use clinical staff. Healthcare services researchers have advanced understanding of how to implement evidence-based practices into routine clinical practice; however, as Chambers and colleagues [13] and others [14-16] have stated, less is known about the long-term maintenance of these improvements. The ED-SAFE 2 will leverage study data to evaluate both implementation and sustainability of suicide-related process improvements, including examining organizational factors that impact success.

2. Study design and procedures

The study used a stepped wedge design [17], which is well adapted to effectiveness trials and implementation studies where randomization by patient is impractical. Eight sites were split into two groups based on a median split of high vs. low screening performance in ED-SAFE 1. Each high performing site was randomly paired with a low performing site to create a two-site cohort that prevented confounding of starting order and performance which might occur by random assignment without this balancing (i.e., all the high performing sites could have been randomly assigned to start earlier or later by chance). The cohorts were then randomly assigned to a start date (wedge) separated by two months. Standardized data collection procedures were used across all three phases (see Section 2.4 for details).

Each of the eight EDs collected data cross three study phases: Baseline, Implementation, and Maintenance. Baseline established the current practices and patient outcomes and acted as the control condition. During the Implementation and Maintenance phase, a CQI approach called Lean was used to foster implementation, improvement, and sustainability of screening, the SPI, and other suicide-related process improvements identified by each site through their CQI process. The intervention targets were at the clinician/behavioral level and comprised clinician suicide risk screening and, for those with suicide risk but discharged from the ED, personalized safety planning, i.e., the SPI. The intervention consisted of refresher training on universal screening, new training on the SPI, and using CQI teams (called “Lean Teams”) to identify and remediate care gaps, and to monitor, improve, and sustain these efforts. Sites’ Lean Teams were established by each site PI. Each team received in-person Lean training early in Implementation, delivered by one of two co-investigators who are experts in Lean and CQI. The Lean Teams were self-led, multidisciplinary, and met locally on a monthly or quarterly basis to build and update CQI tools (including A3s and run-charts). Site-level CQI activities were supported by, and reported activity to, the coordinating center on a monthly basis throughout Implementation and Maintenance. The hypothesized mechanisms of action of our intervention included improving ED organizational characteristics, such as leadership support and staff attitudes, and building enabling infrastructure, such as integration of tools into the electronic health record (EHR), that support suicide-related care processes such as screening and safety planning. These mechanisms were chosen because they were noted as important during qualitative interviews in the original ED-SAFE 1 study; they have broad support in the CQI literature [18-19]; they are intrinsic to Lean principles; and they play a prominent role in many implementation science models. While they are most clearly conceptualized in the Practical, Robust Implementation and Sustainability Model (PRISM) [20], they also appear in other models like the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR) [21]. Initial competence and longitudinal fidelity in screening, the SPI, and Lean were determined. The patient outcomes were suicide risk detection and a suicide composite outcome comprised of suicide or a suicide-related acute health-care visit within the 6 months post-ED visit.

2.1. Study phases

Each site progressed through the following phases:

2.1.1. Phase 1: baseline

The 12 months prior to the preparation period comprised Baseline. This represented a period after enrollment into the original ED-SAFE 1 study and before the onset of the new preparation activities for ED-SAFE 2. Charts during this period were retrospectively reviewed to [1] examine screening rates post-ED-SAFE 1 under naturalistic conditions and [2] to establish a baseline comparator for screening, safety planning, and other care processes against which to compare performance during ED-SAFE 2 Implementation.

2.1.2. Phase 2: implementation

During the 12 months of Implementation, each site used a team that had been trained in Lean principles and tools by a Master Lean Trainer to identify and implement process improvements related to suicide care, including but not limited to universal screening and the SPI as required components. Each local Lean Team oversaw and monitored implementation of all targeted suicide related care processes into routine clinical care. During the three months prior to a site’s “go live” date, site’s clinicians were trained to deliver the SPI by a Master SPI Trainer. These clinicians were most often mental health counselors and social workers; sites chose who should conduct safety plans based on the site’s determination of best-fit with the SPI intervention and workflow.
2.1.3. Phase 3: maintenance

The Implementation phase was followed by a 12-month Maintenance phase during which the site worked to maintain or further improve upon the gains made during Implementation.

2.2. Intervention components

2.2.1. Lean

Lean CQI techniques were used to evaluate and improve performance of suicide-related care. The CQI team (Lean Team) at each site had representation from ED physicians, nurses, and mental health clinicians, and was coached by one of the study co-investigators with Lean expertise. While the site teams were encouraged to improve any suicide-related care processes, they were each tasked with [1] maximizing universal suicide screening and [2] implementing safety planning for those with suicide risk who were being discharged.

Lean includes a diverse range of tools to foster implementation. Because the focus in ED-SAFE 2 was to implement a departmental change in care processes and clinician behavior, three tools that align well with this purpose were used to define the Lean intervention. Teams developed an overall plan for solving an identified problem called an A3 plan, which creates a structure for understanding current conditions, identifying solutions and executing them through continuous improvement cycles. The A3 plan included one or more Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycles, where generated solutions were tested and results were measured and discussed to inform additional actions for improvement. Result boards were used to inform, educate and celebrate the improvement activities and progress with all clinicians. Sites were encouraged to employ other Lean tools in addition to these, describing their use and providing supporting documents.

The site Lean Team members were trained by study co-investigators, who were Lean Master Trainers, to ensure a common level of knowledge about Lean philosophy and techniques. The training included didactics and case studies and was heavily focused on employing Lean principles and tools with the site's team in real time. In particular, the team initiated a broad A3 plan based on the goal of using screening and safety planning to meet target thresholds, which included creating a process map to describe how the screening and safety planning would be integrated at the site. After the training, sites used PDSA cycles to test the process, collected data relevant to their targeted process improvement, and reviewed results to generate follow-up improvement cycles, which were documented in their A3 plans. During Implementation, study co-investigators held monthly coaching calls with the Lean Team at each site to root cause issues and support improvement cycles.

Competence in Lean was established by requiring that Lean Team members score above an 80% threshold level on a competency survey assessing knowledge of Lean principles and practices. Team competence in Lean was further assured by comparing the output of the team's first improvement cycle against Lean standards, including: [1] an updated A3 documenting the overall problem and goal, [2] results depicting initial implementation of a change cycle, and [3] identification of at least one issue the team would address in a future improvement cycle.

2.2.2. Universal screening

“Universal screening” refers to systematic screening of all patients for a health outcome or risk factor. Universal screening for suicide risk in the emergency department entails screening every patient regardless of presenting complaint and is a practice recommended by the Joint Commission [11] due to an overrepresentation of suicide risk in emergency department patients [22–24]. During ED-SAFE 1, all eight sites had adopted clinical protocols for universal suicide risk screening using the Patient Safety Screener [7]. The Patient Safety Screener (PSS-3) consists of three items, assessing depressed mood and suicidal ideation in the past two weeks and lifetime suicide attempt [24]. A positive screen was defined as ideation in the past two weeks or a lifetime attempt. For most sites, the PSS-3 was administered during the primary nursing assessment after the patient was placed in a treatment area. In the implementation phase of ED-SAFE 2, the local Lean Teams led efforts to examine screening maintenance and re-invigorate efforts to screen every ED patient for suicide risk as part of routine care. The local Lean Teams used several implementation strategies, including electronic health record integration (ranging from simple integration of the screening items only through programming of “hard stops” that mandated screening completion), ongoing training, data reporting and feedback, and spot checks with frontline staff.

2.2.3. The Safety Planning Intervention (SPI)

The SPI is a personalized approach that focuses on early identification of warning signs and execution of systematic steps to manage suicidal thoughts. The steps used by the suicidal individual include: [1] recognizing warning signs of an impending suicidal crisis, [2] employing internal coping/distracting strategies, [3] using social contacts and social settings as a means of distraction, [4] contacting family members or friends who may help to resolve the crisis, [5] contacting mental health professionals or agencies, and [6] reducing access to potentially lethal means.

For the ED-SAFE 2, a site trainer and clinicians were trained in-person by a Master SPI Trainer (Stanley or Brown). The in-person workshop focused on skills necessary to implement safety planning and utilized didactics, review of the manual, live and/or recorded modeling demonstration, and participant role-playing. Each site trainer was tasked with training other clinicians and helping to oversee implementation of the SPI. Regular site supervision calls with the Master SPI Trainer occurred after the initial site visit for the entire Implementation and Maintenance periods.

Competence in the SPI for the site trainer was determined through role playing of a standardized patient, a common method for establishing competence when actual observation or recordings with patients are impossible. The site trainers administered the SPI to a local partner, who played the role of a standardized patient. The role-play was audio-recorded and then independently rated by the site’s Master SPI Trainer. All ratings were conducted using the Safety Plan Intervention Rating Scale (SPIRS), a standardized rating scale developed to ascertain competency in the intervention [25]. The SPIRS total score ranges from 0 to 20. All site trainers who obtained an SPIRS total score of at least 16 were identified as competent to provide training. Those not reaching this level were provided with feedback on their SPIRS ratings, re-trained by the Master SPI Trainers, and re-evaluated until the designated score was achieved. Newly hired staff were trained by the site trainer or remotely by Master SPI Trainers. Site trainers determined how to train and supervise on administration of the SPI.

2.3. Study sites

All eight of the original ED-SAFE 1 EDs participated, representing a diverse array of size, demographics, and geography [10].

2.4. Data collection and measurement

Fig. 1 depicts the hypothetical model predicting screening, risk detection, and clinician behaviors like safety planning, and patient outcomes. Unfortunately, there are no widely accepted, standardized measures for several constructs in the model, such as fidelity to Lean and clinician knowledge, attitudes, and efficacy related to the SPI. The Project Team took a practical approach to operationalizing these constructs. Where possible, recommended scale construction principles were used [26], including detailed construct definitions to guide item generation; vetting and revising items iteratively; piloting and revising items; and establishing relevant psychometrics, including internal consistency for survey scales.
2.4.1. System outcomes

Documents submitted by the Lean Team and interviews with sites were used to establish the infrastructure support for suicide screening and safety planning. Specifically, sites were characterized based on the following: [1] a data collection infrastructure to support routine monitoring of performance, documented through the results boards, [2] support within the EHR for screening and safety planning, [3] personalized performance feedback to providers, [4] incentivized screening and safety planning, [5] ongoing training methods established, and [6] Lean Team effectiveness. The Lean A3 plans from each site were rated independently by Master Lean coaches (Pelletier, Johnson) using quality ratings that contained descriptive anchors aligning to “Needs Improvement, Satisfactory, or Excellent.” The Lean Team at each site also completed monthly self-reports. The first 5 elements were assessed using these data. For the sixth, team effectiveness, a self-administered survey of Lean Team members assessed team effectiveness, perceived team skill and goal agreement, and perceived organizational support. Questions from existing surveys were adapted [27], and the survey was carried out twice, at the end of Implementation and Maintenance phases.

2.4.2. Clinician measures

In addition to the Lean measures, clinician and organizational characteristics were assessed by surveying clinicians to establish: [1] clinician capability, measured by frontline staff knowledge, attitudes, and efficacy (3 subscales) around screening and safety planning; [2] departmental leadership support for screening and safety planning (1 subscale); and [3] departmental leadership support for CQI efforts, in general (1 subscale). At three time points – immediately before Implementation, midway through Implementation, and midway through Maintenance – all ED clinicians voluntarily completed a self-administered survey on paper or online. Responses for the five subscales were averaged within each clinician type (physician, nurse, mental health professional), yielding 15 organization characteristic measures at three time points, or 45 total for the study.

In addition, clinician behavior across a range of suicide-related care processes were measured, with a particular focus on those described below.

i. Suicide screening.

For each month, 25 general ED patients ≥18 years old were randomly chosen to allow examination of universal screening rates of the general populace, resulting in 2400 total charts (25 × 12 × 8 = 2400) for each phase, 7200 charts total. A completed suicide screen was defined as any chart documentation of the presence of suicidal ideation AND presence or absence of a past suicide attempt (0 = None documented, 1 = Partial (+/- ideation OR attempt noted), 2 = Complete (+/- ideation AND attempt noted). The proportion of general ED patients with a complete screen within each study phase comprised the primary clinician-level outcome for analyses pertaining to screening. Sensitivity analyses will expand the definition to partial OR complete screens.

ii. Safety planning.

To assess safety planning, 25 additional patients per month with a positive suicide risk screen were randomly chosen and reviewed. The review identified those who were discharged home and, therefore, eligible to receive an SPI. The original ED-SAFE 1 found that 25% of a screen-positive sample was discharged. Consequently, while 2400 suicidal patient charts were reviewed, only about 600 discharged individuals per phase (1800 total) were available for examination of safety planning specifically.

A safety plan is defined as a written document provided to the patient that specifies steps that he/she should follow when feeling suicidal. It was coded as 0 = None, no documentation of a safety plan, 1 = Partial, documentation of safety planning in chart text, but no actual copy in the record, or 2 = Complete, copy of the safety plan in the record. When present, the safety plans were quality coded. The proportion of discharged screen-positive patients with a complete safety plan within each study phase will comprise the primary clinician-level outcome for analyses pertaining to safety planning. Sensitivity analyses will expand the definition to partial OR complete safety plans.

2.4.3. Patient measures


i. Suicide risk detection.

Using the parent ED-SAFE 1 criteria, a positive screen is defined as any individual who either endorsed active suicidal ideation OR reported a lifetime suicide attempt. The proportion of general ED patients with a positive screen within each study phase will comprise the primary patient-level outcome for analyses pertaining to risk detection.

ii. Suicide composite outcome.

Each subject not only had the randomly selected index visit reviewed but was also followed through all electronic health records associated with the site’s healthcare system for six months to document all suicide-related outcomes, including ED visits and hospitalizations related to suicidal ideation, suicidal attempts, or completed suicide. The records were reviewed and abstracted at the site.

The NDI was queried to determine deaths in the six months after the
index visit. If someone had died, the probability of suicide from the death record was abstracted. These two sources (medical record review, NDI) will be combined to construct the suicide composite outcome, which will be defined as an ED visit or hospitalization due to suicidal ideation/behavior OR death by suicide in the six months after the index visit. Standard definitions established by the CDC [19] and the original ED-SAFE 1 will be used. The proportion of patients who screened positive for suicide risk but were discharged and ended up with a suicide composite outcome over the six months after the ED visit will be the primary patient outcome for evaluating impact on suicidal behavior.

2.5. Analysis plan

As of submission of this paper, the study has been completed, but the data have not yet been analyzed.

2.5.1. Qualitative analytic strategy (implementation facilitators)

Qualitative data will be used to provide additional depth surrounding the implementation process, barriers and solutions faced by the sites, similarities and differences across sites, and lessons learned. All key informant interviews will be digitally recorded for verbatim transcription. Analysis of qualitative data will be conducted using ATLAS.ti, a qualitative data analysis software program allowing fluid “interaction” of data across types and sources. Initially, a top-level overview will be created based on the interview guide and the conceptual framework. The codebook will be elaborated upon based on emergent themes, and adjusted as interviews proceed. Interviews will be compared within each site, within each sampling sub-frame, and across each group. Analyses across transcripts will identify the most salient components in the model depicted in Fig. 1. Theme summaries will be compared against the quantitative data and discrepancies will be reconciled through additional interviews.

2.5.2. Quantitative analytic strategy (suicide-related care and outcomes)

The study will examine suicide-related care processes and how they relate to suicidal behavior after the index ED visit. The approach to evaluate sustainability of universal suicide risk screening in adult ED patients at Phase 1 (Baseline) and again after Phase 3 (Maintenance) will be used as an example. Clinician screening behavior and the patient suicide risk detection (positive screens) among all ED patients will be plotted over the three phases. Factors affecting the maintenance of clinician screening between the last phase of the original study and the Baseline (fallow) period will be examined using a generalized estimating equation (GEE) model. The ED site will be used as a clustering factor and the model will take into account: ED-level characteristics, including a time indicator for the original data and the new Baseline data; the Step for site initiation (i.e., Step 1, 2, 3, 4); organizational characteristics and infrastructure indicators listed in Fig. 1, collected during the original parent study; and patient characteristics, e.g., gender, age. This model will identify factors predictive of change in screening rate from the end of the original parent study to the Baseline phase and, by extrapolation, factors predictive of maintenance (i.e., no change in screening rate). A second model will extend the first model and investigate factors predictive of suicide risk detection (i.e., a positive screen for suicide risk, the patient-level outcome), including screening as a mediator for risk detection.

The second analytic approach will use the GEE logistic models in an interrupted time series paradigm [28] to investigate the slope of the screening rate during the final phase of the original ED-SAFE 1 study, the slope of screening rate during ED-SAFE 2 Baseline, and the change in rate associated with the completion of the original study and phasing out of funding support. The modeling should allow identification of site characteristics, mechanistic factors, and patient subgroups associated with a significantly lower (or higher) probability of sustained screening and risk detection. Statistical approaches to sustainability of screening and other care processes like safety planning are very similar, and thus not discussed in detail. For example, as above, safety planning (clinician behavior) and suicide-related composite outcome will be plotted across all three phases, and GEE will be used to evaluate changes and to model the factors that relate to implementation and maintenance success. All analyses will be conducted using SAS (SAS 9.4, Institute, Cary, NC).

i. Sample size consideration. PASS 11 (Kaysville, Utah) was used to estimate sample size. The comparison used to estimate sample size was the safety planning rate for Baseline vs. Implementation. This was chosen because it is a less common outcome than screening; powering for safety planning should provide ample power to detect changes in the more common behavior of screening. While 2400 screen-positive charts were reviewed per phase, only 25% (600/phase) were expected to be discharged and, therefore, eligible for a safety plan. Because no closed form sample size equations exist for a hierarchical GEE logistic model, the initial simplifying assumption collapses the levels of the hierarchy.

Although it is difficult to know exactly what the rate of safety planning will be during the Baseline phase, original ED-SAFE 1 data based on chart reviews and interviews with clinicians and patients suggests it will be less than 25%. However, it is important to use a conservative estimate for Baseline to protect against under-powering. Consequently, a value of 50% safety planning rate was assumed for Baseline, because 50% is the worst-case estimate that yields the largest standard deviation. In addition, the absolute increase in safety planning was fixed at a conservative level of 15% increase, making the expected rate during Implementation 65%. Since the a priori performance target is 90%, this effect size is also very conservative. A logistic regression of the binary response variable (safety plan: yes/no) on the binary predictor variable (treatment: Baseline/Implementation) with a sample size of 1200 observations of discharged patients (600 Baseline/600 Implementation) achieves 90% power at a 0.05 significance level to detect a change in the probability of receiving a safety plan from the Baseline value of 50% to 65%. This corresponds to an odds ratio of 1.86.

2.6. Human participant considerations

Because this was an implementation study, patients did not sign informed consent for chart reviews but did complete informed consent procedures for fidelity interviews. Clinicians who completed the surveys were provided a description of the survey and they could opt out of completion.

3. Intervention fidelity

3.1. Screening fidelity

As in the original ED-SAFE 1, to measure the fidelity of suicide screening implementation (e.g., determine whether nursing staff are actually asking the suicide screening questions vs. simply “intuiting” them and documenting that screening was done), research assistants (RAs) completed a brief interview with a random sample of patients whose medical record indicated a negative screen (i.e. the chart documents an absence of suicidal ideation or behavior). At each site, this comprised 30 patients during the first and last months of Implementation (n = 60) and 30 patients during the first and last months of Maintenance (n = 60). Fidelity was represented by the proportion of patients interviewed who reported having been asked the suicide screening questions. In those patients who reported they were not asked the questions, the RA administered the suicide risk screener to help establish the potential clinical impact of poor fidelity (false negatives). Published protocols for informing clinicians of new positive screens ensured participant safety [29–30]. In the original ED-SAFE study, fidelity ranged from 65 to 95%, improving over time [7].
3.2. Safety planning intervention fidelity

All clinical staff were trained to post the safety plan to the medical record to ensure it could be identified by the RAs whenever it was done. During the random chart reviews, the safety plans were coded by RAs using a strategy developed by Master SPI Trainers that rated the six steps as satisfactory [31]. While not a requirement, many sites integrated the safety planning template into their EHRs, which further facilitated fidelity measurement.

3.3. Lean fidelity

Fidelity to Lean was measured by Lean Team documents that support: [1] the site having updated their A3 to document completion of two additional improvement cycles, [2] representation from at least one ED leader and frontline employee at all Lean Team meetings, and [3] updating of the results board after every improvement cycle. These components are emblematic of Lean tools and constituted the core of the Lean intervention.

4. Conclusion

The results will build on the remarkable success of the original EDSAFE 1 and will have a sustained public health impact through promoting better suicide risk detection and suicide prevention. It will promote rigorous models of evaluating QI efforts and study mechanisms of action firmly rooted in implementation science theory. It will advance research methods, including analyses of stepped wedge and interrupted time series trials, which are broadly relevant to pragmatic clinical trials. These methods will allow us to explore the mechanisms by which the implementation effort was successful or why it failed. Finally, because other settings face similar challenges in studying routine suicide screening and prevention [32], the results will have implications beyond the walls of the ED, and can be adapted to primary care, inpatient, and specialty settings.
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